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"On Never Standing Still, his second solo 
project, Shannon Slaughter weds trad 
'grass to Randy Travis-style country, his 
baritone vocals sometimes uncannily akin 
to the onetime superstar's. Nothing wrong 
with that; Travis was and is a hell of a 
singer, and you must be blessed with 
muscular pipes to get anywhere near that 
level of artistry. 

Most of the 15 numbers are co-writes, the 
best of them (notably the powerful opener, 
"You Can't Outrun the River," composed 
with luminaries Tim Stafford and Ronnie 
Bowman) as good as any new bluegrass 
tunes recorded recently. The musicianship 
is first-rate. Heather Slaughter proves a 
perfect singing partner on the duet "Better 
Move It on Home," written by Ray Griff., 
and on "Dying to Live Again" she takes the 
lead impressively. On the hard-core 
honkytonker "Trying To Be My Own Man" 
Slaughter drops in steel guitar and piano, 
leading one to wonder why this sort of 
sound, which used to be the soul of 
country, has gone silent in Nashville 
studios."  ~Jerome Clark (Rambles.Net) 

"He Moved a Mountain", an original Shannon Slaughter and Dale 
Felts tune debuted at # 1 on the first ever Gospel Chart 
compiled by the Bluegrass Today website!  This marks the 
SECOND number 1 song from the project.  In October, another 
Slaughter and Rusty Hendrix original, "That Old County Road", 
also garnered the number 1 slot on the Bluegrass Chart.   

If you’re in the market for a bluegrass album that flows with a 
gentle ease and smooth vocals, look no further than the latest 
from Shannon Slaughter. While there are a couple tracks that fall 
outside that “gentle and smooth” description (a fairly torrid 
cover of Merle Haggard’s “Movin’ On” and a bluesy duet with 
Shannon’s wife Heather on “Better Move It On Home”), it’s a 
style that suits Slaughter well and results in arguably his best 
album to date. MORE HERE 
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The fourth project; and second solo effort, Never Standing Still is the latest release from Shannon Slaughter on Elite 
Circuit Records.  Featuring 9 original songs written or co-written by Slaughter (a former Chris Austin Songwriting Contest 
winner), Never Standing Still also includes, as writers, such industry luminaries as Jake Landers, Ronnie Bowman, Tim 
Stafford, Mark "Brink" Brinkman, Roger Rasnake, Dale Felts, Terry Foust and Marla Cannon-Goodman.  The well-respected 
talents of numerous musicians and singers are also showcased on this recording -- Heather Slaughter, Lou Reid, Shawn 
Lane, Randy Kohrs, Ron Stewart, Steve Gulley, Ron Inscore, Trevor Watson, Cliff Bailey, Tim Crouch, Doug Jernigan, Josh 
Shilling, and Tracy Burcham.   
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